Program will also include virtual tours of international and domestic iconic landmarks.

Join us for an interactive and engaging program to connect with other leaders and professionals. Workshops will include a variety of topics presented by international students and professionals.

**Spartan Global Connect**

**WEDNESDAY  12:00 - 1:00 PM (EST)**

Program will also include virtual tours of international and domestic iconic landmarks.

- **OCT. 21**
  - LUGANO, SWITZERLAND

- **NOV. 11**
  - DUBIA, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (UAE)

- **NOV. 18**
  - HAIKU, HAWAII

- **DEC. 2**
  - LULEA, SWEDEN

Please click link to register, please complete the informational form at https://forms.gle/cKKisqhX1zJbBRCV9

studentlife.msu.edu